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SUMMARY 
An investigation has been i nitiated to study methods for improving 
the pressure - recovery characteristics of two-dimensional, variable-
geometry, supersonic - subsonic diffuser sys tems. The recovery character-
istics of the basic configuration and of a configuration with an injector 
at the end of the supersonic diffuser have been determined at Mach num-
bers from 2 . 5 to 4 . 75 , and at stagnation pressures from 40 to 205 pounds 
per square i nch absolute . The Reynolds number based on the height of 
the test section and a stagnation pressure of 120 pounds per square inch 
absolute varied f rom 12 . 2 X 106 to 4 .0 X 106 over the Mach number range 
f rom 2 . 5 to 4 . 75 . 
The pressure recovery of the bas ic configuration, which had a rela-
t ively long supersonic diffuser to minimize shock boundary - layer inter-
act i on effects , varied from 0 .71 to 0 . 21 as the test-section Mach number 
var i ed from 2 . 5 to 4 . 75 for a stagnation pressure of 120 pounds per square 
inch absolute . These r ecoveries are significantly higher than the corre -
sponding theoretical normal- shock r ecover ies which vary from 0 . 50 to 0 . 075 . 
For a given contraction r at i o of the supersonic diffuser, the effect of 
Reynolds number on pressure recovery was negligible. The maximum recovery 
decreased somewhat as the Reynolds number decreased because the amount 
of contraction of the supersonic diffuser decreased. Use of a Mach num-
ber 2 . 19 injector wi t h a relatively high mass flow (injector to main-
stream mass - flow r atio of 2 . 5 at a test-section Mach number of 4 .0) at 
the end of the supersonic injector resulted in recoveries which varied 
from 0 .65 to 0 . 56 as the test - section Mach number varied from 2.95 to 4.70 . 
The results indicate that the maxi mum test Mach number of existing 
supersonic wind tunnels with limited compression ratio and conventional 
normal- shock diffusers can be significantly increased by modifying the 
diffuser to incorporate a relat ively long variable-geometry supersonic 
diffuser followed by an injector. For example, a compression ratio 
of 2.5 instead of about 20 is sufficient for a test Mach number of 
about 5 . The power consumption of high Mach number tunnels with conven-
tional normal - shock diffusers can be significantly reduced by modifying 
the tunnel to incorporate a r e latively long variable -geometry supersonic 
diffuser . 
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INTRODUCTION 
The rapid increase in the supersonic per formance of airplanes and 
missiles has generated major technical problems in the design of the 
companion wind-tunnel research facilitie s . In l ess than a decade the 
oper ational speeds of airplanes have i ncreased from near sonic to a Mach 
number of 3, while some mis s iles are already operating at a Mach number 
of 5 and above . This upsurge in flight speeds has made the Mach number 
r ange of existing wind- tunnel facilitie s inadequate. 
At Mach numbers to about 5 the maximum test Mach number is gener-
ally determined by the compression ratio of the drive equipment . For 
conventional wind tunnels where the normal shock occurs essentially at 
test - section Mach number, a compression r atio of 2 is required for a 
Mach number of 2 . A Mach number of 5, however, requires a compression 
r atio of 20 . A continuous -operation facility for this Mach number range 
requires an elaborate compressor system with complex staging. There i s 
a great need for research on methods for decreas ing the compression-
ratio requirement s of supersonic wind tunnels, not only from the stand-
point of simplify ing the design of new f ac ilities but also for improving 
the supersonic performance of those now in operation. 
Numerous studies have been made of methods for improving the recov-
ery characteristics of wind tunnels (refs. 1 to 8, for example). Most 
of these results are summarized in reference 1. The best results were 
obtained by the use of a variable - geometry supersonic diffuser down-
stream of the test section to reduce the Mach number at which the nor-
mal shock occurred . Further improvements mi ght be obtained by the use 
of some form of boundary - layer control such as that used with inlets 
(refs . 9 to 11) since the measured recoveries of the wind-tunnel con-
figurations are well below calculated values . 
Existing low Mach number tunnels have relatively constant -volume 
compressors and constant -area test sections. If these tunnels are to 
be operated a t higher Mach numbers a consider able amount of air must 
bypass the test section in order to sa tisfy the compressor flow require-
ments . Consideration may therefore be given to methods of increasing 
wind- tunnel recoveries by reintroducing into the tunnel the bypassed 
air by means of injectors . The effects of a ir injection immediately 
downstream of the test section have been considered in references 7 
and 8 . The resultant recoveries were not as good, however, as those 
obtained from the variable - geometry diffuser tunnels . 
The combination of a variable -geometry supersonic diffuser and a 
supersonic injector has not been studied previously. Loca tion of the 
injector at the end of the supersonic diffuser mi ght improve the pres-
sure recovery by several favorable effects. First, the injector air 
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may have a higher total pressure at the injection point than the main 
airstream since the latter has encountered viscous losses and the 
oblique-shock-wave losses i n the supersonic diffuser. The injector air 
may therefore mix with main airstream and raise the overall total pres-
sure. Second, the injector air may be introduced into the tunnel at a 
static pressure which is hi gher than the static pressure of the main 
airstream and thereby further decel erate the latter. Third, the injec-
tion air may serve as a means of boundary-layer control by reenergizing 
the boundary layer at the end of the supersonic diffuser and thereby 
reduce the losses due to the normal - shock--boundary-layer interaction. 
It thus appears that several methods are available whereby the 
recoveries of supersonic wi nd- tunnel diffusers may be further improved. 
The effectiveness of these methods can only be determined by experi-
mental studies . A two - dimens i onal, variable -geometry, supersonic-
diffuser apparatus has therefore been built to study various methods of 
improving the pressure - recovery characteristics of supersonic wind tun-
nels. This apparatus has been designed so that the effects of supersonic-
diffuser configuration and contraction ratio, boundary-layer control, air 
injection, Mach number, Reynolds number, and a typical research model 
configuration can be evaluated . Inasmuch as the problems of pressure 
recovery in supersonic inlets are similar to those of wind tunnels, the 
results of this investigation may assist in the design of high Mach num-
ber inlets. 
This report presents the results obtained from the basic supersonic -
diffuser configuration and some preliminary results obtained by air 
injection at the end of the supersonic diffuser. The Mach number was 
varied from 2 . 5 to 4.75. The Reynolds numbers corresponded to the values 
for a tunnel with a 4 . 5- foot, square test section and with stagnation 
pressures of 0 . 3 to 1 . 7 atmospheres . 
SYMBOLS 
A area, sq ft 
w air flow, lb/sec 
M Mach number 
p static pressure, lb/sq ft 
total pressure, lb/sq ft 
5 wall angle or flow turning angle , deg 
L_ 
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Subscripts : 
00 f ree stream or test section 
a atmospheric 
j injector 
ts test section 
av mass - flow weighted average pressure 
b Jc Jd JeJfJ diffuser - apparatus station (see figs . 1 and 2) 
and so forth 
bC J ef wall section of diffuser apparatus 
DESIGN AND DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 
General 
The diffuser apparatus i s shown schematically and pictorially in 
figures 1 to 4. The apparatus cons i sted of fixed side walls which were 
6 .75 inches apart and movable top and bottom walls . Each movable wall 
(figs . 1 and 2) was made up of 7 hinged sections. The names ass i gned 
to the various sections in figure 1 describe in general terms their 
respective functions when the i n ject or was located at station d. In 
figure 1 all wall sections except the supersonic nozzle and subsonic 
diffuser have been drawn parallel to the center line to show their 
actual lengths. Typical wall settings which were used during the inves-
tigation are shown in figure 2 for configurations with and without the 
mai n injector. The assembled appar atus is shown in figure 3. The photo-
gr aphs of figure 4 were taken with one side wall removed to i llustrate 
details of the various parts of the apparatus. The various wall sections 
were in r andom positions when the photographs were taken and these posi-
tions do not represent experimental wall settings . 
Each section of the appa r atus is described in detail in the 
following paragraphs of the text. Included in the description is a 
discussion of the basic considerations involved in the design of each 
section. This discussion has been included to describe the aerodynamic 
function of each section of the apparatus and to describe the overall 
design philosophy. 
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Supersoni c Noz zle 
The variabl e Mach number f low was generated by the nozzle shown in 
f igures 1, 2, and 4 (a) . The nozzle was f ormed by fixed contour blocks 
which pivoted about f i xed hinges a t s t ati on 24 . The nozzle was desi gned 
t o produce a uni f or m flow a t station 24 at a Mach number of 3.3. Other 
t est Mach numbers f r om 2 . 5 to 4.75 were obtained by p i voting the blocks 
to change t he height of the nozzle t hroat. It was recognized that thi s 
method of varyi ng t he Ma ch number would produce a nonuniform flow at sta-
t ion 24 a t of f-design Mach numbers. This method was chosen, nevertheless , 
because of its mechanica l s implicity and because i t was thought that some 
flow variation at st ation 24 would not seriousl y affect the accuracy of 
the results of t he investi gation. 
Main Supersonic Di ffuser 
The supersoni c dif fuser (figs. 1, 2, and 4(a)) is a very important 
pa r t of any diffuser appar atus designed f or high pressure recovery. The 
purpose of t he supe r sonic diffuser i s t o effici ently decelerate the a i r 
from the i nitia l Mach number to a mini mum supersonic Mach number at the 
normal shock. Theoret ically the dece l eration could be accomplished t o 
a Mach number of 1 with no loss of pr e ssure recovery i n either a reverse 
supersonic nozzle or a very long, s t r a i ght -walled , decreasing-area duct . 
Practically, of course, this ideal deceleration cannot be attained. 
For wind-tunne l installations a straight -walled, variable-area) 
supersonic diffuser of minimum length i s probably most suitable because 
of i ts mechanical Si mplicity . Several factors must be considered when 
selecting t he diffuser length. I n a diffuser of this type the decelera-
t ion of the air is accomplished by a series of oblique shock waves 
which reflect several t i mes from t he dif fuser walls. The turning angle 
of these waves equals the diffuser wall angle. As the diffuser become s 
shorter the strength of each shock wave must become stronger to accom-
plish the same overa l l Mach number r educti on . Theoretical calculations 
indicate t hat as t he shock waves become stronger the associated total-
pressure losses i ncrease. These losse s become relatively large when 
the turning angle of each shock wave exceeds 50 or 60 . 
As the diffuser becomes short er and the wall angl e increases to 
maintain the same a r ea reduct ion , the possibili ty of creating boundary-
layer separation increa ses because the s t atic -pressure rise at the poi nts 
of shock-wave reflection becomes larger. The pressure rise required to 
separate a turbulent boundary layer under these conditions has been 
studied experimentally (ref. 12, for example) . The t ests of reference 12 
were conducted on a flat plate with a fully turbulent boundary layer and 
with a Reynolds number, based on moment um thickness, which exceeded 
several thousand. The results of t his investigation are presented in 
---,-- --
__ .-J 
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figure 5 , and indicate that the boundary layer on a flat plate may sep -
arate when the turning angle of the reflected oblique shock wave exceeds 
about 80 . Since the boundary layer must traverse sever al shock reflec-
t ions in the straight-wall supersonic diffuser, it would seem advisable 
to limit the shock-wave turning angle to 50 or 60 and thus minimize the 
possibility of boundary- layer separ ation. 
With the preceding considerations in mind, a diffuser was designed 
with a length--test-section-height ratio of 4 .37. This diffuser when 
set with a wall angle of 50 would decelerate the flow from a Mach number 
of 4 . 0 to a Mach number of 2.45 at station c. The top and bottom walls 
of the main supersonic diffuser pivoted about the fixed hinge at sta-
tion 24 and incorporated a movable hinge and a s liding joint at the down-
stream end (figs . 1 and 4(a)) . The relationship between the diffuser 
wall angle abc and the diffuser- contraction ratio Ac/Ab is presented 
in figure 6 . The Mach number at the end of the diffuser Mc has been 
computed for various values of initial Mach number Moo and contraction 
ratio Ac/Ab by the use of the oblique- shock-wave equations, neglecting 
viscous effects . These results are presented in figure 7. 
I njector 
The use of injectors after the test section as a means of increasing 
the diffuser pressure recovery has been discussed in references 7 and 8. 
No mention was made, however, of the advantages which may result from the 
combined use of a variable -geometry diffuser and an injector. Location 
of the injector at the end of the supersonic diffuser permits the injec-
tor air to enter the diffuser at a relatively low Mach number when com-
pared to the test-section Mach number and at a total pressure which is 
higher than that of the main airstream since the latter has encountered 
viscous losses and oblique - shock-wave losses in the supersonic diffuser. 
The injector air may therefore mix with the main airstream and r aise the 
average total pressure ahead of the normal shock . Location of the injec-
tor at the end of the supersonic diffuser may also be a method of 
boundary-layer control. The injected air may reenergi ze the boundary 
layer which has formed in the supersonic diffuser and thereby reduce the 
nor mal - shock boundary-layer interact ion losses. Finally, as was pointed 
out in references 7 and 8 , the injector air may be introduced into the 
tunnel at a static pressure which is higher than that of the main air 
stream and thereby further decelerate the latter. In this process the 
injector air is necessarily accelerated to some extent. 
The i njector installation is shown in figures 1, 2(a), and 4(b). 
The main injector section was designed to move in a vertical direction 
only. As a result the diffuser wall from stations 53.5 to 61 . 83 was 
---~ ------~.- . -~- - .. ----
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always parallel to the tunnel center line. The air was injected at sta-
t ion 61 .83 through a nozzle whose axis was inclined 100 to provide more 
strength for the injector nozzle . The nozzle contours were designed for 
a Mach number of 2.0. The nozzle width diverged to some extent downstream 
of the throat for structural reasons and as a result, the injector Mach 
number based on the nozzle exit to throat areas was 2.19. The injector 
Mach number should be variable to obtain maximum pressure recovery over 
the test - section Mach number range, but for this apparatus such an 
arrangement was not practical . The injector Mach number was chosen so 
that over the anticipated range of test conditions the static-pressure 
differences between the merging streams would be as small as possible. 
Thus, the strengths of the resultant shock waves would also be kept to 
a minimum and the possibility of initiating boundary-layer separation 
lessened . 
If the injector were to serve as a scheme for matching the air flow 
of the compressor and test section, the injector mass flow should vary 
with test - section Mach number . Such a design was not practical for the 
present apparatus. Therefore the constant mass-flow injector was designed 
to provide the necessary matching characteristics at a relatively low 
test- section Mach number . The ratio of the injector to the test-section 
air wj/Wts for the diffuser apparatus is presented as a function of 
test - secti on Mach number in figure 8. This ratio varied from 1 to 4.8 
as the Mach number varied from 3 . 0 to 4.75. For comparison purposes 
the injector mass - flow ratio which would be available at various Mach 
numbers for a typical low - compr ession tunnel is also presented in fig -
ure 8 . The tunnel was assumed to have a fixed test-section area and a 
constant volume compressor of the correct capacity for a Mach number 
of 2. For this tunnel, sufficient bypass air would be available for the 
injector used in this investigation at Mach numbers above 2.6. 
Mixing Section 
The mlxlng section (figs . 1, 2, 4(b), and 4(c)) was incorporated in 
the diffuser apparatus to promote mixing of the injector and main air -
stream before encountering the normal shock. The length of the section 
was chosen in a somewhat arbitrary manner and was thought to be too short 
for adequate mixing at large values of supersonic-diffuser contraction 
ratio Ac/Ab . This wall section was parallel to the horizontal center 
line for all of the injector tests. 
Duri ng the no - injector tests the upstream end of the mlxlng section 
was flush with the main injector surface as shown in figures 2(b) and 
4(c) . For these tests the wall was set at an angle of 10 to produce a 
slightly divergent section. 
J 
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Second Supersonic Diffuser 
The second supersonic - diffuser section was added to provide addi -
tional compression after the mixing section. The boundary layer which 
developed on the i njector nozzle and mixing section surfaces was thought 
to be able to withstand some adverse -pressure gradient without separation . 
Use of the diffuser section should therefore increase the overall pres-
sure recovery of the apparatus . Overall length considerations of the 
apparatus required that this section must be relatively short . The con-
traction ratio Af/Ae of this section is a function of the contraction 
ratio Ac/Ab and the wall angle Def ' This relationship is given in 
figure 9. During the no - i njector tests the wall angle of this section 
was set at 10 (fig. 2) to continue the diverging area passage of the 
mixing section . 
Normal- Shock Section 
The normal - shock section was designed to reduce the total pressure 
losses across the normal shock. Several investigations (refs . 13 to 15] 
for example) have shown that the deceleration from supersonic to sub-
sonic speeds usually occurs through a series of shocks instead of a sin-
gle shock when the pressure rise acros s the shock is sufficient to sepa-
rate the boundary layer . These results also show that the complete shock-
wave pattern should occur in a passage of nearly constant area if the 
normal - shock boundary- layer interaction losses are to be minimized. On 
the bas i s of this information the normal-shock section of the diffuser 
appar atus (figs. 1 and 2) was made 19 inches long. This length was some -
what arbitrary and was thought to be too short for large values of dif-
fuser wall height at station f. As shown in figure 1 the normal-shock 
section included a sliding joint . The portion of the wall upstream of 
the joint had a wall angle of 20 ; the downstream section of the wall was 
designed to be parallel to the tunnel center line. 
Subsonic Diffuser 
The subsonic- diffuser design (figs . 1] 2] and 4(d)) was dictated 
by dimensional requirements of the overall apparatus instead of the 
conventional requirements for efficient subsonic deceleration of the 
a ir. As a result the diffuser wall angles for running conditions were 
relatively high (fig . 2). A splitter plate was placed on the tunnel 
center line for the entire length of the subsonic diffuser in an attempt 
to improve the diffusion . The actual effectiveness of such a fix is 
not known . It must be remembered that for this appar atus and for all 
high Mach number wind - tunnel diffusers designed for high recoveries the 
subsonic -diffuser performance would have only a minor effect on the 
-------
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overall pressure recovery. I f the overall length is limited, design 
compromises should be made in the subsonic-diffuser section rather than 
in the supersonic-diffuser section. 
Downstream End of Apparatus 
The downstream end of the apparatus extended from the end of the 
subsonic diffuser, station 116.25, to station 159 (figs. 1, 2, and 4(d)). 
This portion of the apparatus was designed to facilitate the experimental 
tests and would not be included in an actual wind-tunnel diffuser. The 
section from stations h to k was designed to provide a more near~ uni -
form distribution of total pressure at the rake station k. The exit total 
pressure was measured by a 15-tube rake located on the vertical center 
line of the apparatus at station k. Ten of the tubes, equal~ spaced 
from top to bottom, were manifolded to a small pressure-averaging cham-
ber . The exit total pressure was assumed to be equal to the pressure 
in this chamber. The other 5 tubes, also equal~ spaced, were used to 
check the total-pressure distribution at station k. The butterf~ valve 
was used to control the exit back pressure. 
TYPical Res earch Model 
The research model, including its support system, which is usual~ 
located in the test section of a wind tunnel m~ have an adverse effect 
on diffuser pr essure recovery. These effects were studied by use of a 
typical research model ( fig . 10) which consis ted of a body of revolution 
and sting at an angle of attack of 150 , and the associated support strut. 
All of the components were approximate~ scaled copies of the equipment 
used in the Langley 4- by 4-foot supersonic pressure tunnel. The leading 
edge of the strut was located at s tation 24.0. 
TESTS 
General 
The diffuser apparatus was installed in a test cell of the Langley 
gas dynamics l aboratory and was operated with dry air from the high-
pressure air-storage facilities. Most of the tests were run at stagna-
tion pressures of 40 to 205 pounds per square inch absolute and at an 
average stagnation temperature of about 1300 F. The Reynolds number, 
based on a test-section height of 6 .75 inches and a stagnation pressure 
of 120 pounds per square inch absolute, varied from 12.2 X 106 at 
. ----- -- --- - ---- --
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Moo = 2 · 5 to 4 . 0 x 106 at Moo = 4 . 75 . These Reynolds numbers correspond 
to the values for a tunnel wi th a test section which i s about 4.5 feet 
squa r e and with a stagnation pressure of 1 atmosphere. 
The pressure recovery was based on the exit total pressure at sta -
t ion k . This exit pressure was assumed to be the average pressure 
obtained by manifolding to a common chamber the pressure s of 10 equally 
spaced total- pressure t ubes located on the vertical center line of the 
apparatus . 
The pres sure data were measured with Bourdon- tube pres sure gages 
or mercury manometer boards . These data and the wall positions, which 
were indicated by the counters visible i n figure 3, were photographically 
recorded . 
The diffuser airflow characteristics were continuously observed 
during the tests by means of a shadowgraph system . These shadowgraphs 
were photographed simultaneously with the pressure data . 
Procedure 
The pressure -recovery data were obtained in the following manner. 
After supersonic flow was established i n the diffuser the movable walls 
were set in the desired positions . Then the back pressure was gradually 
r a i sed by closing the butterfly valve until the flow in the main super -
sonic diffuser became subsonic . The average exit total pres sure at sta-
tion k was read vi sually on a pressure gage at t he instant of flow break-
down and this pressure was used in calculating the pressure recovery. 
During the tests , wall sections cd, de, ef (no - injector configura-
tion only), and fg were maintained in the angular po sitions shown in 
figure 2 . Preliminary tests wit h no injector indicated that the pres -
sure recovery was not i mproved by increas ing the angle of subsonic -
diffuser wall sections de and ef to 30 . 
All the starting data and minimum running-contraction - r atio data 
were obtai ned with the butterfly va lve completely open and with the top 
and bottom wall angles beyond the minimum area sta t ion approximately as 
shown in figure 2(b) . 
Accuracy 
The accuracy of the pressure-recovery data cannot be evaluated in 
specific numbers, but it i s thought to be good on the basis of the facts 
discussed bel ow , and on the basis of data r epeatability which was about 
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±O.Ol to ±O.02, depending on the stagnation pressure. The accuracy is 
primarily dependent upon the uniformity of the total-pressure distribu-
tion at the rake station k. As previously mentioned in this report, the 
apparatus from stations h to k was designed to promote a uniform distri-
bution at the rake. The uniformity in the vertical plane of the rake was 
checked by 5 total-pressure tubes equally spaced from top to bottom and 
wa s found to be about ±0.01 of the stagnation pressure. The numerically 
averaged pressure of these 5 tubes agreed with the pressure obtained from 
the 10 manifolded total-pressure tubes. No checks were made of the hori-
zontal distribution. However, it would seem reasonable that this distri -
bution should be as good as the vertical distribution. 
The Mach number distribution at the end of the supersonic nozzle 
was not uniform (fig. 11) at the higher test-section Mach numbers because 
of the nozzle design. These distributions were obtained by measuring 
the static pressures on one side wall at station 23.7 and computing the 
Mach number from the static to stagnation pressure ratio. The test-
section Mach number Moo was obtained by averaging these distributions. 
Since the survey did not extend to the top and bottom walls the resultant 
accuracy of Moo is probably no better than ±O.l at the higher Mach num-
bers . An error of this magnitude was considered acceptable for the type 
of investigation being made . 
Corrections 
The total pressure of the injector air was about 10 percent less 
than the corresponding pressure Pt 00 of the test-section air because 
, 
of piping l osses. These losses have been taken into account by use of 
an average total pressure Pt av as the reference pressure for all data 
, 
obtained with the injector configuration. This pressure is the mass-
flow-weighted average total pressure of the injector and test-section 
airstreams. The maximum correction occurred at a Mach number of 4.70 
where the average total pressure was about 0.92 of the test-section 
total pressure. Use of Pt,av instead of Pt,oo as the reference pres-
sure raised the maximum pressure recovery at a Mach number of 4.70 from 
a measured value of 0.52 to a corrected value of 0.56. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Without Injection 
Pressure recovery.- The basic pressure-recovery results which were 
obtained at Mach numbers of 2 . 50 to 4 . 75 from the diffuser apparatus 
L .. _____ _ 
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with no injector at station 61. 8 are presented in figure 12. The meas-
ured recovery is plotted as a function of the contraction ratio of the 
main supersonic diffuser Ac/Ab. The computed recovery a ccounts for the 
oblique shock losses in the main supersonic diffuser but neglects the 
effects of viscosity. The normal shock was assumed to occur at a Mach 
number e qual to Me. The measured pressure recoveries (fig. 12) increase 
at a given Ma ch number with decrea sing values of contraction ratio of 
the super sonic diffuser Ac/Ab as would be expected. The rate of 
i ncrease i s less than predicted by the computed recoveries, probably 
because the viscous losses due to normal - shock--boundary- layer inter-
action increase as the adverse pressure gradient in the supersonic dif-
fuser becomes larger . The pressure recoveries at a given contraction 
r atio were not s i gnificantly affected by Reynolds number (varying stag-
nation pres sure) and were reduced slightly when the model was placed in 
the airstream . 
The maximum measured pressure recoveries and the corresponding 
mini mum running- contraction r atios of the supersonic diffuser Ac/Ab 
are summari zed in figures 13 and 14 . The computed recovery in figure 13 
i s based on the contra ction r atio at which the maximum recovery was 
measured at 120 pounds per square inch absolute. 
The maximum measured pressure recovery (fig. 13 ) at a stagnation 
pressure of 120 pounds per square inch absolute varied from 0.71 at 
Moo = 2 · 50 to 0 . 24 at Moo = 4 . 50. (This stagnation pressure corresponds 
to the Reynolds number for a tunnel with a 4.5-foot square test section 
and with atmospheric stagnation pressure). These maximum recoveries are 
significantly higher than the corresponding test- section normal- shock 
recoveries which vary from 0 . 50 t o 0 . 075 , but are from 0.15 to 0 .24 
lower than the computed recoveries . Most of the computed loss of total 
pressure is due to the normal - shock los s . The losses due to the oblique 
shock system in the supersonic diffuser are a maximum at Moo = 4 . 50 and 
are equal to about 0 .07 of the stagnation pressure . At M = 2.5 the 
00 
oblique shock losses are negligible . 
The maximum recoveries decreased as the stagnation pressure 
decreased because the minimum running - contraction ratios (fig . 14) became 
larger . This is probably a Reynolds number effect . The addition of a 
model reduced the maximum recoveries at a stagnation pressure of 
1 20 pounds per square inch absolute by 0 . 05 to 0.10 . This loss in pres -
sure recovery was a l so primarily caused by an increase in the minimum 
running- contra ction r atios (fig. 14) . 
The variation of the minimum running-contraction r atio with Mach 
number (fig . 14) i s similar to t hat required to isentropically deceler-
a t e the Mach number to 1.0 at station c . The minimum values at a 
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stagnati on pressure of 120 pounds per square inch absolute are about 
0 . 1 larger than the theoretical minimum contraction ratios. This dif -
ferenc e incr eased when the Reynolds number was decreased and when a model 
was pl aced i n the air stream . The f actors which may determine the mini -
mum runni ng- contracti on rati o are di s cussed in a subsequent section of 
thi s r eport . 
I n princi ple the di ffu ser appar atu s is simil ar to an internal-
contra ct i on super soni c inlet , and the comparison of the respective recov-
e r ies is presented in fi gure 15 · Two of the inlets (refs . 16 and 17) 
were two - di mensional des i gns wi th one movable str aight wall. The super -
soni c di ffu ser of the third two -dimensional inlet (ref. 18) was shaped 
like a r everse supersoni c nozzl e . The other inlet (ref . 19) was axi -
symmetric wi th a movable, conica l center body. The maximum recoveries 
of the di ffuser appar atu s ar e 0 .06 t o 0 .08 less than the best recoveri es 
obtai ned f r om the i nternal compre ss ion i nlets . Two factops should be 
cons i der ed i n the compari son of these r e coveries . Fir st, the recoveries 
of the di ffuser appar atus would probabl y have been improved to some extent 
if the boundary layer gener ated by the supersonic nozzle had been removed 
at station b . Second , the super soni c di ffusers of the inlets were at 
lea st 50 per cent shorter than t hat of the diffuser apparatus. This fac -
tor probably was f avor able f or t he r e coveri es of the diffuser apparatus . 
Si gni f i cant i ncreases of pr essure r ecovery wer e obtained in reference 18 
when a port ion of the s i de -wall boundary layer was removed near the inl et 
throat . Si mi l ar i ncreases i n recovery coul d p r obably be obtained from 
the d i ffuser apparatus . For wi nd - tunnel appli cations , r emoval of this 
a ir '..rould r equir e more pumping faciliti es and might not be practical. 
Flmv cha r acteristics in the super sonic diffuser . - The static-
pressure distributions measured on the t op wall of the supersonic dif -
fuser at max i mum recovery condi t ions and the corresponding shock-wave 
patter ns a r e sho'..rn in f i gures 16 and 17 . The pr essures which were meas -
ured wi th no model in the a irstream (fi g . 16) a re about the same as those 
computed by the oblique shock theory . These pressures are indicative of 
the maximum static -pressure ri se in the supersonic dif fuser since they 
we r e obtai ned at minimum value s of Ac /Ab . The pressure rise (ratio of 
f i nal to ini t i al static pre ssure) vari es from 3.6 at Moo = 2.50 to 12 at 
M~ = 4 . 50 . I t seems probabl e at Moo = 4 . 50 that the orifice at sta-
tion 51 . 3 was too f a r upstr eam t o measure the entire r ise due to the 
last shock r eflection and that the actual pressure ratio may have been 
about 20 . These measur ed ri se s a r e s i gni ficantly greater than the rise 
which could have been tolerated wi thout separation at one shock reflec -
t ion (fi g . 5) , and indicate t he i mportance of the long supersonic dif -
fu ser f or r educing the Ma ch number at the normal shock. 
The computed shock - r eflecti on poi nts are indicated by the calcula ted 
pr essure di str ibutions . The photogr aphs (fig . 16) indicate that the 
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actual reflection poi nts a re upstream of the predicted reflections as 
might be expected since the boundary - l ayer growth tends to i ncrease the 
wall angle and oblique shock angle , and decrease the Mach number at any 
g iven point . Some indication of the thickness of the boundary layer may 
be ga ined by observing the shock pattern near the wall reflection points. 
The di stributions and shadow gr aphs of figure 16 do not show conclu-
s ively the factors which govern the minimum running-contraction ratios 
of the super sonic diffuser . I t was observed throughout the entire Mach 
number r ange that wi th no model the minimum values of contraction r atio 
were r eached when the fourth oblique shock reflection moved upstream 
pa st station c into the supersonic diffuser. The significance of this 
observation, if any, is not known at present . I t was not observed to 
occur when the model was in t he air stream (fig. 17) . 
Although conclus ive proof i s not available it would seem probable 
that the mini mum contr action r atios ar e probably determined by some 
choking phenomena at station c . This choking may be caused by boundary-
l ayer separ ation or by too much geometric contraction of the supersonic 
d i ffu ser . The l atter phenomena would be more likely to occur at low test-
section Mach numbers . Measurement of the shock-wave angles at the end 
of the supersonic diffuser indica tes , however , that at low test-section 
Mach numbers the flow outs ide the boundary layer is still appreciably 
above a Mach number of 1 and should not choke at station c because of too 
much geomet ric contraction . At the lower test - sec t ion Mach numbers it 
i s thought that boundary- l ayer separation on the moving walls would not 
be likely to occur s ince the local and overall static pres sure rises are 
less relat ive to the pressure-rise data for separ ation (fig. 5) than at 
the higher test - section Mach numbers. At the higher Mach numbers it is 
more likely that the controlling f actor could be separ at ion on the moving 
walls . It does not appear logical, however, that t he separation can be 
attributed directly to the fourth reflection moving into the supersonic 
diffuser s i nce this occurred throughout the Mach number r ange . Perhaps 
the controlli ng factor throughout the Mach number range is the separa -
tion of the relatively thick side-wall boundary layer . Further studies 
would be required to establish this f act . 
With the model in the airstream the maximum static pressure rise at 
each Mach number (fig. 17 ) was somewhat lower than without the model 
because the minimum contraction ratios wer e larger. No calculated pres-
sure distributions are presented because of the complex shock pattern in 
the diffuser . The minimum contraction ratios now occur before the fourth 
shock reflection move s upstream of station c. 
Some details of the side -wall boundary-layer flow may be deduced from 
figure 17(a) from the oil- flow pattern on the window . The effect of the 
static-pressure distribution in deflecting the wall boundary l ayer toward 
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the diffuser center line is evident in the·upstream portion of the pic-
ture. Further downstream a small area of separation apparently exists 
near the wall center line where the shock waves from the top and bottom 
wall intersect. The existence of this local area of separation at a 
relatively low static-pressure rise is probably a result of the thick 
boundary layer which exists on the side-wall center line because of the 
reduction of side-wall area and the static-pressure eff~cts previously 
noted. The piling up of the boundary layer on the side-wall center line 
has been noted in reference 18. 
Starting characteristics .- The starting contraction- and compression-
ratio characteristics of the basic diffuser apparatus are shown in fig-
ures 18 and 19. These data were obtained with atmospheric back pressure . 
The starting compression ratios are a function both of the model in 
the airstream and the contraction ratio of the supersonic diffuser. The 
latter effect has been previously noted (ref. 20, for example). With no 
model in the airstream the minimum starting-compression ratios at Moo = 4.0 
and above were less than the theoretical values which were based on a 
normal - shock recovery at test- section Mach number. As mentioned in ref-
erence 20 the separation in the supersonic nozzle apparently reduces the 
test - section Mach number during the starting proces s and thereby reduce s 
the starting- compression ratio . 
The starting-contraction ratios (fig. 19) are independent of Reynolds 
number, but are affected by the model in the airstream. These r atios are 
less than the theoretical values because of the reduced test-section Mach 
number which occurs during the starting process. This effect was also 
noted in reference 20. 
With Injection 
Pressure recove61 .- The basic data which were obtained with the injector at station ~.8 are presented in figures 20 and 21. In the top 
portions of figure 20 the data obtained with no model in the airstream 
are plotted as a function of the contraction ratio Af/Ae of the second 
supersonic diffuser for various values of Ac/Ab' These data have been 
cross -plotted on the bottom of figure 20 as a function of Ac/Ab' The 
computed pressure recoveries were obtained by the use of the injector 
equations presented in reference 7. For these computations, Mach num-
ber and total pressure at station c were determined by oblique shock 
theory , and the normal shock was assumed to occur at station f. In fig-
ure 21 the pressure-recovery data which were obtained with the model in 
the airstream are presented. 
J 
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The pressure recoveries obtained with no model in the a irstream 
(fig. 20 ) vary with contraction r atio in a manner which is gener ally sim-
ilar to that of the computed recoveries . The actua l recoverie s are about 
0 .05 to 0 .17 lower than the computed re sults. The minimum running con-
t r act ion r atios of the main supersonic diffuser Ac/Ab (fig. 14) were 
not Si gnificantly affected by the injector . Only a limited amount of 
data were obtained with the model in the airstream . These data, however, 
were obtained at nea r minimum running- contraction r atios and indicate 
the maximum recoveries to be expected under these conditions. 
The injector da t a are summarized i n 
which were obtained with no model in the 
ues of Af/Ae varied from 0 .64 at Moo 
figure 22 . Maximum re~overies 
airstream and with minimum val-
2 · 95 to 0 ·56 at Moo = 4.70. 
These recoverie s were reduced about 0 .08 when the contraction of the 
second supersonic diffuser was eliminated (Af/Ae = 1. 0) , or when the 
model was placed in the airstream . Wi th the model i n the a irstream and 
with Af/Ae = 1 .0, the maximum r e coveries varied from 0 .55 a t Moo = 2.95 
t o 0 .45 a t Moo = 4 .45 · 
The recoverie s of the injector configurations are appreciably higher 
t han the recoverie s of the basic diffuser appar a tus at the h i gher Mach 
number s (fig . 22) . At Moo = 4 .7 the maximum recoveries with and with- • 
out inject or (with no model) were 0 .56 and 0.21, respectively . The l arge 
increase in recovery may result from several f a c t ors . First, the total 
p ressure of the injector a ir may be greater than the total pressure of 
the main a irstream because of the viscous and oblique shock losses which 
occur in the main airs t ream . Hence, when the relatively large quantity 
of i njector a ir (fig . 8) mixes with the main a irstream, the tota l pres-
sure of the merged streams may be greater than that of the main a ir-
stream with no injector . No surveys have been made to date t o determine 
the t otal pressure of the main airstream at the injection station and 
no estimates of this mixing effect can therefore be made. Second, some 
a erodynamic compression of the main a irstream may occur in the mixing 
section if the static pressure of injector ai r is greater than the static 
pres sure of the mai n a irstream . This effect, however, is thought to be 
small at maximum recovery conditions on the basis of the static -pressure 
measurements of figure 16 . Third, the injector air may be acti ng as a 
boundary- l ayer control device by reenergizing i n the mixing section the 
bounda ry l ayer of the top and bottom diffuser walls, and reducing the 
normal - shock boundary - l ayer intera ct ion losses . It should be mentioned 
that with the injector configuration, the wall boundar y layer at the nor -
mal shock is genera lly relatively thin s ince mo st of the wall surface 
originates at the inject or . At the higher Mach numbers a l a rge portion 
of the a ir enters the tunnel through the injectors and one mi ght expect 
the recovery t o be primarily dependent on the char a cteristics of the 
injected a ir . Hence, the measured recovery might be expected to be some-
what le ss than 0 .63 , the theoretical normal - shock recovery at the 
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injector Mach number of 2 .19 and to be relatively independent of test-
section Mach number. With no model in the airstream and Af/Ae = 1.0 
the measured recoveries (fig. 22) varied from 0.53 to 0.48 as the test-
section Mach number varied from 3.9 to 4.7. As Ar/Ae becomes less 
than 1 .0 both the theoretical and experimental recoveries would be 
expected to increase. 
At the lower test - section Mach numbers the recoveries could undoubt-
edly have been improved by the use of lower injector Mach numbers. As 
will be mentioned later the injector Mach number could not have been sig-
nificantly reduced at the higher test-section Mach numbers. 
Flow details.- The flow details at near maximum pressure-recovery 
conditions are shown in figures 23(a) to 23(d). The wake which leaves 
the top surface of the main supersonic diffuser at station d gives an 
indication of the static pressure of the diffuser and injector airstreams 
at station d . Inasmuch as the axis of the injector was inclined 100 
inward with respect to the tunnel center line, equal pressures in the two 
streams would be indicated (to a first approximation) by a wake inclined 
at 50 toward the center line. At Moo = 2.95 the wake is inclined away 
from the tunnel axis indicating that the diffuser air expands at station d 
and the injector air is compressed by a significant amount. At Moo = 3.90 
and 4.30 the wake is inclined by slightly less or more, respectively, 
than 50 , indicating that at these Mach numbers the static pressures of 
the two streams are about equal . At Moo = 4.70, the pressure of the dif-
fuser air appears to be less than that of the injector. The small curved 
shock (figs. 23(b) to 23(d)) which exists near the tunnel center line 
between station e and f is thought to indicate that the side-wall boundary 
has been separated by the shock waves generated by the second supersonic 
diffuser at station e. 
It was previously mentioned that at the higher Mach numbers the 
injector Mach number was at a near-minimum value. This statement is 
based on the flow phenomena shown in figures 23(d) to 23(g). The photo-
graphs indicate that as the static-pressure difference between the injec-
tor and main airstreams increased (Ac/Ab increased for a given Moo), a 
normal shock formed in the main airstream (fig. 23(f)). In figure 23(g) 
the static -pressure difference was large enough to force the normal shock 
to move upstream of station d. Further increases of the pressure dif-
ference (Ac/Ab increased to values greater than 0.270) forced the nor-
mal shock upstream of the diffuser into the supersonic nozzle. A similar 
effect would be expected if the contraction ratio of the main supersonic 
diffuser was maintained at a near -minimum value and the static pressure 
of the injector air was increased (injector Mach number decreased). 
I 
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Effect of Diffuser Configuration on Wind - Tunne l Performance 
Pressure recovery.- The pressure recoveries of supersonic wind tun-
nels in which the normal shock occurs at approximately test-section Mach 
number (no supersonic diffuser) are about 70 to 85 percent of the normal -
shock recoveries (fig . 24). Data presented i n references 7 and 8 indicate 
that these basic recoveries may be significantly i mproved by the use of 
air injection (0.9 = ~ = 2.2) just downstream of the test section to 
\ wts 
reduce, mainly by aerodynamic compres sion, the normal-shock Mach number. 
Still larger increases of the basic recoveries have been obtained in ref-
erences 2, 3, 4, and 6 by the u se of a variable-geometry supersonic dif-
fuser to reduce the normal - shock Mach number. 
The recoveries obtained with the injector at the end of the super-
sonic diffuser are much higher at the higher Mach numbers than any pre-
viously reported recoveries for wind - tunnel diffusers. Conversely, the 
compression r atios are lower . At Moo = 5.0, for example, the compres-
sion ratios required by a conventional normal-shock diffuser , a design 
with variable -geometry supersonic diffuser, and a design with both a 
supersonic diffuser and injector are about 20, 10, and 1. 9, respectively. 
For an existing tunnel with a conventional, fixed -diffuser deSign, and 
a compression r atio of about 2 .5, the advantages of modifying the dif-
fuser design to incorporate a variable - geometry supersonic diffuser and 
injector are obvious . Taking into account the recoveries which may be 
expected with a model in the airstream the available compression ratio 
of the existing drive system should be sufficient to increase the test-
section Mach number from about 2.5 to 5.0. This assume s that the tunnel 
may be started at low test- section Mach number s . 
This method of star ting and operating a tunnel was demonstrated with 
the diffuser appar atus . Supersonic flow in the test section was estab-
lished at Moo = 2.5, and the stagnation pres sure increased to 37 pounds 
per square inch absolute to equal a compression ratio of 2 .5 with atmos-
pheric back pressure. Then the Mach number was continuously increased 
to 4.5 without increas ing the stagnation pressure. As the Mach number 
increased, the values of the contraction ratios Ac/Ab and Af/Ae 
were decreased according to a preset schedule. I t was later determined 
by measuring the pressure recoveries that the required compression ratio 
for this demonstration had not exceeded 2.0, although the Reynolds num-
ber s were relatively low . During this demonstration the model support 
strut was in the a irstream . 
The recoveries of the subject diffuser with no injector were about 
0 .05 to 0.15 higher than the recoveries of other configurations with 
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vari able - geometry supersonic diffusers. Analysis of the data of ref-
erence 6 (which had a configuration very similar to subject diffuser) 
indicates that at equal contraction ratios the recoveries of the subject 
diffuser and the diffuser of reference 6 were about equal. The differ-
ence in maximum recoveries is apparently primarily due to a difference 
in the minimum running contraction ratios. This difference may be due 
to the lower Reynolds numbers of the tests of reference 6. For this to 
be true , however, the Reynolds number effects must become proportionately 
larger as the numbers approach those of reference 6 . 
Power. - The power requirements of a wind tunnel are a function not 
only of the pressure recovery but also of the weight flow of air in the 
tunnel circuit . Since the high recoveries of the injector configuration 
were obtained with large air - flow quantities this configuration may not 
be an optimum as far as power consumption is concerned. This fact is 
illustrated in figure 25 by the computed power characteristics of several 
hypothetical wind tunnels having the pressure recovery and weight-flow 
characteristics shown in the figure. 
Three hypothetical tunnels are considered. One tunnel has the char-
acteristics which might be obtained from an existing relatively low Mach 
number tunnel which has been modified to incorporate a variable-geometry 
supersonic diffuser and injector (tunnell, fig. 25). The total mass 
flow was assumed to be constant over the Mach number range (curve n, 
fig. 25) and the recovery (curve a) equal to that obtained during the pres -
ent investigation with a model in the airs t ream. A second tunnel ( tun-
nel 2) was assumed to have the same recovery as the first tunnel but to 
have a compressor capable of matching the air requirements of the constant -
area test section and the injector of the present investigation 
(curves 0 + p). The third tunnel (tunnel 3) incorporates a variable-
geometry supersonic diffuser and has a compressor system which can match 
the air requirements of a constant - area test section (curve p). The 
recoveries of this configurat ion were assumed equal to those of the pres -
ent investigation (cur ve b ). The referenc e t unnel is a conventional 
design with a recovery equal to 85 percent of the normal -shock recovery 
and with compressors matched to supply only the air required by the test 
section . 
If the reference tunnel were modified to incorporate a variable-
geometry diffuser without an injector, the power consumption would be 
approximately one-half because of the higher pressure recoveries. For 
large facilities this would amount to a very significant reduction of 
operating costs . Further modification of the reference tunnel and drive 
system to include the injector studied in the present investigation 
results in less power savings than the initial modification . This con-
clusion might be a ltered if significant increases in recovery could be 
obtained with low injector mass flows. As previously mentioned, the use 
of the variable-geometry diffuser and injector permit conventional 
______________ __ I 
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tunnels de s i gned for a Mach number of 2 t o operate at Mach numbers up 
to about 5. The relative power consumpt ion, however, becomes very 
large a t the higher Mach numbers because of the constant a i r flow thr ough-
out the Mach number r ange . 
CONCLUSIONS 
An investigation has been initiated to study methods for i mproving 
the pressure - recovery characteristics of two -dimensional, variable-
geometry, supersonic - subsonic diffusers. The recovery charact eristics 
of the basic supersonic diffuser configuration and of a configuration 
with an injector at the end of the supersonic diffuser have been deter-
mined at Mach numbers from 2.5 to 4 .75, and at stagnation pressures from 
40 to 205 pounds per square inch absolute. The test section was 6.75 inches 
square . The Reynolds numbers based on the height of the test section and 
a stagnation pressure of 120 pounds per square inch absolute varied from 
12. 2 X 106 to 4.0 X 106 for a Mach number range from 2.5 to 4.75. The 
following conclusions have been obtained. 
1 . The pressure recovery of the basic configuration, which had a 
relatively long supersonic diffuser to minimize shock boundary-layer 
interac t i on effects , varied from 0.71 at a Mach number of 2.5 to 0.21 a t 
a Mach number of 4.75 for a stagnation pressure of 120 pounds per square 
i nch absolute . These recoverie s are significantly higher than the cor-
responding normal - shock theor etical recoveries which vary from 0 .50 
to 0.075 . 
2 . Analysis of the results from the basic configuration and of other 
results from a similar configuration indicate that the effect of Reynolds 
number on pressure recovery is negligible at a given contraction ratio of 
the supersonic diffuser . As the Reynolds number decreases, the amount of 
cont r a ction which can be obtained in the supersonic diffuser decreases 
and the pressure recovery ther efore decreases . This effect was relatively 
small for the Reynolds number r ange of the present investigation, but 
appears to become larger at lower Reynolds numbers. 
3. Use of a relatively high mass-flow injector (injector to main 
stream mass flow r atio of 2.5 at a Mach number of 4 .0) at the end of the 
supersonic diffuser resulted in recoveries which varied from 0.65 a t a 
Mach number of 2 .95 to 0 .56 at a Mach number of 4 ·70. 
4 . The pressure recoveries of both configurations were reduced 0.05 
to 0 .10 by a typical research model and support system located a t the end 
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of the supersonic no zzle. These recoveries were lower primarily 
because the minimum running-contraction ratios of the supersonic d i f-
fuser were larger. 
5 . The maximum test Mach number of existing supersonic wind tunnels 
with limited compression ratio and conventional normal-shock diffusers 
can be significantly increased by modifying the diffuser to incorporate 
a relatively long variable- geometry supersonic diffuser followed by an 
injector. For example, a compression ratio of 2.5 instead of about 20 
is sufficient for a test-section Mach number of about 5 . 
6 . The power consumption of high Mach number tunnels with conven-
tional normal - shock diffusers can be significantly reduced by modifying 
the tunnel to incorporate a r elatively long variable-geometry super-
sonic diffuser . 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va., July 29, 1957. 
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Figure 1 .- Schematic drawing of variabl e - geometry diffuser apparatus . 
All dimensions are in inches . 
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Figure 2.- Typical wall settings of variable-geometry diffuser apparatus. 
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Figure 3. - External view of variable - geometry diffuser apparatus. 
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(a) Supersonic nozzle, main supersonic diffuser and injector sections 
of bottom wall. 
L-57-2727 
(b) Injector, mixing, and second supersonic diffuser sections 
of bottom wall. 
Figure 4.- Photographs of apparatus with one sidewall removed. 
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(c) Main super sonic diffuser and downstream sections of top 
wall of configuration with no injector . 
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(d) Subsonic diffuser and downstream end of apparatus . 
Figure 4.- Concluded . 
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Figure 5. - Shock-wave characteristics which produce separation of a 
turbulent boundary layer on a flat p late (ref. 12). 
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Figure 6 .- Relationship between wall angle and contraction ratio of main 
supersonic diffuser. 
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Figure 7.- Variation of computed Mach number at end of main supersonic 
diffuser with contraction ratio and test-section Mach number. 
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Figure 8.- Compar ison of injector mass - flow ratio of diffuser apparatus 
and mass - f l ow ratio availabl e for a tunnel assumed to have constant 
volume compressor and fixed- area test section above a Mach number 
of 2 . 0 . 
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Figure 9. - Re l ationshi p between wall angle of second supersonic diffuser 
and cont r .action ratios of main and second supersonic diffusers. 
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Figure 10.- Sketch of typical research model with its associated support system. All dimensions 
are in inches. 
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Figure 11.- Typical Mach number distributions at end of supersonic 
nozzle . 
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pressure -recovery characteristics of diffuser apparatus without 
injector . 
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Figure 12 .- Continued. 
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Figure 13 .- Variation with Mach number of maximum measured pressure 
recovery of diffuser apparatus without injector. 
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Fi gure 20 .- Pressure - recovery characteristics 
wi th i njector and without model in tunnel. 
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Figure 21. - Pressure - recovery c0aracteris tics of diffuser apparatus 
with injector and with model in tunnel. Pt,oo = 120 pounds per 
square inch absolute. 
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Figure 23 ·- Typical shadowgraph of flow in diffuser apparatus with 
injector installed. No model in airstream. 
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diffuser configurations. 
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